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NBK showcases success stories 
of business banking customers

University students among attendees join Al-Shaheed Park event

7 red flags to watch
out for in an employer
KUWAIT: A manager who is great for someone might not
be ideal for everybody else. That’s why you need to ask
yourself what is it that you want and don’t want in a manager
before taking up a job offer. Some employers flag warning
signals, while others show more acceptable ones. But either
way, you should be equipped and ready to notice these sig-
nals and move forward with the best job offer for your
career goals. If you know what to pay attention to, you will
be able to notice the signs that indicate a Bad Employer.
Here are some of the things that career experts at Bayt.com
recommend you to be aware of:

1. Vague job descriptions.
A manager who doesn’t really know the vacant job

clearly cannot explain your responsibilities in simple words,
tell you what milestones you’ll be expected to achieve, or
show you how you will get promoted. Inability to specify
these elements means that the manager hasn’t thought
about what she or he really needs. This is the type of man-
ager who is more likely to surprise you with job responsi-
bilities and outcomes different from what you sign up for.

2. The energy in the office
When you walk into the office for your interview you

should be wary of the energy level. What is the atmosphere
like? Do the employees seem relaxed and happy? Or do
they seem stressed and disconnected? Pay attention to
your potential coworkers’ behavior and watch how they
interact with their supervisors as it can tell so much about
the work environment.

3. The employer’s behavior on the interview
The interviewer should always treat you professionally

and respectfully. For example if they show up late for your
interview, it is likely to show that they don’t truly value you
or your time. You can quickly tell when an interviewer is
being rude, impolite and unprofessional. If they’re checking
emails during the interview, constantly making or receiving
calls, or even stepping out of the office, then you should
know that this is also the type of interaction you will have
with your manager once you are hired.

4. Disorganization of the office.
If the people interviewing you seem unready or unpre-

pared, paperwork is flying all over the place, or they are
asking questions that are clearly answered in your resume,
then those are also bad signs.  This could mean that your
interviewers haven’t taken a look at your resume prior to
your arrival. If the managers and interviewers are disorgan-
ized then that probably reflects that the work environment
is disorganized as well.

5. There’s more talking than listening.
It is true that in the interview, you should be learning

more about the employer and the company, but this should
go both ways. If the employers only talk about themselves
and their interests without regard to your own goals and
needs, then that is a sign that your employer is not a good
listener or is not accommodating.

6. Asking very personal questions.
If a manager asks questions about your religion, marital

status or irrelevant demographical enquiries, it shows that
the manager isn’t trained on ethical interview practices.
Such questions are often considered illegal during a job
interview and only show an employer’s insensitivity to such
personal matters.

7. Former employees’ feedback
Existing employees might not be comfortable to talk

candidly about their managers as it could cause them
problems. However, former employees don’t have that con-
cern and you can ask them about your future manager. If
you’re wondering how to contact ex-employees, just be
thankful for the internet. Using Websites like bayt.com can
now give you the option to search for a specific company
and find people who used to work there. You can easily
contact them and get your answers right away without
having to go through the hiring company. 

KUWAIT: In a commitment to supporting small and medium
enterprises through banking services tailored to their needs, the
Business Banking Group at National Bank of Kuwait held a talk at
Al-Shaheed Park to showcase the success stories of its business
customers, discussing their challenges and the services offered
by the Bank to help them overcome these obstacles to their
growth.

The talk was attended by university students who
engaged with the speakers on the business ideas, the
challenges and experiences in operating in the Kuwaiti
market. The talk aimed at inspiring students and pro-
vide them with valuable insights when they venture
into entrepreneurship in the future. 

Businesses who spoke at the event all agreed that
the excellent range of banking products and services

offered by NBK had a great impact on saving time and
effort, reducing costs and assisting them in every
phase of their business growth. 

With a high interaction from the audience, mostly
from the younger generation, reaffirms NBK’s support
to them and in planning for their future.

Commenting on the campaign, Faisal Al-Fulaij, Sales
& Acquisition Manager, Business Banking Group,
National Bank of Kuwait, said, “NBK holds such
exclusive events to cater to our Business Banking cus-
tomers and connect with small and medium enterprises
in the best possible way, all while ensuring we provide
them with the full support they need.”

Al-Fulaij added, “Today’s event is one of the most

unique events we’ve held, bringing together business-
es that are our customers and that have succeeded
with the support of NBK’s services and facilities. We
are happy to see university students take part of such
events which comes as part of our vision to also help
young individuals in planning for their future and sup-
port them from the beginning of their careers.”

Al-Fulaij reaffirmed that NBK will continue to pro-
vide Business Banking customers with more services
in the coming period, always ensuring they receive
the best banking solutions that are personalized to
their needs. NBK Business Banking customers have
access to a wide range of banking products and
services including: Business Banking Officers, Points

of Sale, Business Banking Credit Cards, Online
Salary Transfers, Online Banking, Insurance, Business
Loans, Letters of Credit, Letters of Guarantee and
local invoices.

NBK also provides 9 Business Banking branches
tailored to the needs of customers and located across
Kuwait, including: Head Office, Surra, Shuwaikh,
Mubarak Al-Kabeer, Arraya Tower 2 (5th floor), Fintas,
Ghazali, Sharq, and Ras Salmiya. These branches pro-
vide a team of professionals with different expertise to
service Business Banking customers. Customers bene-
fit from a one-on-one experience with their Business
Banking Officer for credit, financial and investment
consulting, commercial finance and treasury. 

NBK announces 
winners of 
Al-Jawhara 
weekly draw
KUWAIT: The National Bank of Kuwait
continues to reward its customers with Al-
Jawhara Account through weekly, monthly
and quarterly draws. The bank recently
announced the winners of the weekly draw
for the month of April, naming, Talal
Abdulraheem Fahad Al-Zaid, Jamal Khalied
Abdullatif Alduhaim, Heirs of Khayriya
Habib Ramadan Boushehri and Min
Hussain Maitham Taleb Hajeyah, as the
winners of the KD 5,000 prize each. 

Automatically entering customers into
the draws, Al-Jawhara Account gives cus-
tomers a chance to win KD 5,000 weekly,
KD 125,000 monthly and a KD 250,000
grand prize quarterly for every KD 50
deposited into their account. If no with-
drawal or transfers occur on the account
during the required period, customers will
receive an additional chance to enter the
draw for every KD 50 held in the account,
doubling their chance to win. 

Since 2012, the National Bank of
Kuwait has rewarded loyal customers with
a total worth of prizes up to KD
2,200,000 in the weekly, monthly, and
quarterly Al-Jawhara draws. All the draws
are conducted in the presence of a repre-
sentative from the Ministry of Commerce
and Industry and the name of all the win-
ners are announced.  Customers can open
an Al-Jawhara Account by simply visiting
any NBK Branch. 

Bayt.com weekly report Al-Tijari launches 
Visa Signature 
Credit Card with 
range of benefits
KUWAIT: Commercial Bank of Kuwait announced the
launch of Visa Signature Card with a wide range of bene-
fits to provide its customers the chance to enjoy access to
premium rewards and to enhance and revamp the benefits
of the cards offered to its customers by introducing new
diverse features on a credit card that would fulfill needs of
its customers and live up to their expectations.    

In this regard, Hameed Ebrahim Salman, General
Manager - Retail Banking Division said “We are glad to
announce the launch of Visa Signature Credit Card which
comes with exceptional and exclusive benefits that are

accurately selected to suit
customers’ requirements
through the premium
rewards and distinct offers
customers can enjoy over
the globe”. Salman explained
that customers can now
apply for Visa Signature
Credit Card with no annual
issuance fees for five years.

According to Salman, this
card offers customers,
among other exclusive bene-
fits, cash back up to 3 per-
cent on their monthly pur-
chases made by using the Bank’s Visa Signature, compli-
mentary access to over 900 Global Airport lounges, free
multi-trip travel insurance up to $500,000 from Visa for
customers and their families during all trips of up to 90
days when purchasing airline tickets by Visa Signature
Credit Card in addition to 24 hours international and local
Concierge Service which provides Visa Signature

Cardholders with many different personal services that
satisfy their needs. Salman went on emphasizing that Visa
Signature Cardholders can also enjoy Visa Luxury Hotel
Collection that comprises over 900 intriguing & luxurious
hotels across the world including boutique hotels & the
global renowned hotels and this, in turn, provides customers
with a premium collection of benefits. Mr. Salman denoted
that the Bank’s Visa Signature Cardholders can get 50 per-
cent discount in VOX Cinema when purchasing tickets via
VOX Cinema’s website and 25 percent discount on VIP
tickets, discounts from Avis (Car Rental) in addition to the
bank’s special promotions and offers from a diverse range of
renowned retailers and stores as well as Al-Tijari Offers
Program which provides customers with discounts up to 25
percent at reputable restaurants and coffee shops in Kuwait. 

Customers can apply for Visa Signature Credit Card by
visiting any of the Bank’s branches or via the Bank’s web-
site and enjoy several financial and banking packages
through this card which is locally and  globally acceptable
at P.O.S terminals, for online purchasing and for cash with-
drawal from ATMs in addition to other numerous benefits
this card offers.  

US economy 
expands 3.2% 
in Q1; growth 
details weak
WASHINGTON: US economic growth
accelerated in the first quarter, but the
burst in growth was driven by a smaller
trade deficit and the largest accumulation
of unsold merchandise since 2015, tempo-
rary boosters that are seen weighing on
the economy later this year.

The surge in growth reported by the
Commerce Department on Friday put to
rest fears of a recession, that were stoked
by a brief inversion of the U.S. Treasury
yield curve in March. But it also exagger-
ates the health of the economy as con-
sumer and business spending slowed
sharply, and investment in homebuilding
contracted for a fifth straight quarter.

Gross domestic product increased at a
3.2 percent annualized rate in the first quar-
ter, the government said in its advance GDP
report. Growth was also driven by increased
investment in roads by local and state gov-
ernments. “The gain in first-quarter GDP
would seem to make a mockery of claims
that the US economy is slowing as the fiscal
stimulus fades,” said Paul Ashworth, chief US
economist at Capital Economics in Toronto.
“Looking beyond the headline number, how-
ever, there are plenty of causes for concern.”

The economy grew at a 2.2 percent
pace in the October-December period.

Economists polled by Reuters had forecast
GDP increasing at a 2.0 percent rate in the
first three months of the year. The economy
will mark 10 years of expansion in July, the
longest on record. President Donald Trump
cheered the economy’s performance in the
first quarter. “This is far above expecta-
tions or projections,” Trump tweeted.

The White House has sought to boost
growth through an array of policies, includ-
ing a $1.5 trillion tax cut package passed in
December 2017. Economists believe the fis-
cal stimulus, which also included more gov-
ernment spending, peaked in the third
quarter. They expect GDP to slow this year,
with annual growth forecast around 2.5
percent, below the Trump’s administration’s
3 percent target. The economy missed the
growth target in 2018.

Excluding trade, inventories and gov-
ernment spending, the economy grew at
only a 1.3 percent rate in the first quarter,
the slowest since the second quarter of
2013. This measure of domestic demand
increased at a 2.6 percent pace in the
October-December quarter. A gauge of
inflation tracked by the Federal Reserve
increased at a 1.3 percent rate last quarter.
Fed policymakers are likely to shrug off the
last quarter’s growth spurt and focus on
the weak domestic demand and inflation
when they meet next week. The US central
bank recently suspended its three-year
monetary policy tightening campaign,
dropping forecasts for any interest rate
increases this year. The Fed raised borrow-
ing costs four times in 2018. “The Fed will
focus on the composition of growth, which
points to a slowing trend amid softening
inflation,” said Joe Brusuelas, chief econo-
mist at RSM in New York. — Reuters

Huawei takes 
pride of great 
turnout after 
sales event 
KUWAIT: Huawei Consumer Business
Group (CBG) has proved its devotion to
continuously enhancing its quality, per-
formance, and design with an interest in
changing the perception of mobile photog-
raphy, through the Huawei P Series flagship.

Huawei (CBG) has witnessed a great
turnout after the pre-booking event held at
Huawei Experience Store (HES) in the
Avenues Mall, where consumers were given
the chance to book their favorite P30 Pro
device. Ahead of the pre-booking event,

Huawei has initiated a sales event on the
11th April 2019 marking the first day of the
sell-out for the  Huawei P30 Series at HES.

Huawei P30 Pro has been awarded the
honor of “Best Photo Smartphone” at the
TIPA General Assembly, in recognition of
the device as one of the best products.

Stressing on targeting all and the social
media enthusiasts in specific,  Huawei (CBG)
has invited the icon of the modest fashion
realm, Ascia Al-Faraj, and the creative
actress, Farah Al-Hady. Both have interacted
crazily with the public in the Avenues Mall
and covered the event on social media.

“We, at  Huawei Consumer Business
Group Kuwait (CBG), were happy to see the
excitement of the crowd here in the State of
Kuwait, and proud of the great turnout after
the launch of the  Huawei P30 Series. We
will continuously put the efforts to offer our
consumers the advanced technology they
are eager to,” stated Jason Jiang, General
Manager of  Huawei CBG Kuwait. 

Hameed Ebrahim Salman


